Abstract The present study was aimed to evaluate restingstate functional connectivity and topological properties of brain networks in narcolepsy patients compared with healthy controls. Resting-state fMRI was performed in 26 adult narcolepsy patients and 30 matched healthy controls. MRI data were first analyzed by group independent component analysis, then a graph theoretical method was applied to evaluate the topological properties in the whole brain. Small-world network parameters and nodal topological properties were measured. Altered topological properties in brain areas between groups were selected as regionof-interest seeds, then the functional connectivity among these seeds was compared between groups. Partial correlation analysis was performed to evaluate the relationship between the severity of sleepiness and functional connectivity or topological properties in the narcolepsy patients. Twenty-one independent components out of 48 were obtained. Compared with healthy controls, the narcolepsy patients exhibited significantly decreased functional connectivity within the executive and salience networks, along with increased functional connectivity in the bilateral frontal lobes within the executive network. There were no differences in small-world network properties between patients and controls. The altered brain areas in nodal topological properties between groups were mainly in the inferior frontal cortex, basal ganglia, anterior cingulate, sensory cortex, supplementary motor cortex, and visual cortex. In the partial correlation analysis, nodal topological properties in the putamen, anterior cingulate, and sensory cortex as well as functional connectivity between these regions were correlated with the severity of sleepiness (sleep latency, REM sleep latency, and Epworth sleepiness score) among narcolepsy patients. Altered connectivity within the executive and salience networks was found in narcolepsy patients. Functional connection changes between the left frontal cortex and left caudate nucleus may be one of the parameters describing the severity of narcolepsy. Changes in the nodal topological properties in the left putamen and left posterior cingulate, changes in functional connectivity between the left supplementary motor area and right occipital as well as in functional connectivity between the left anterior cingulate gyrus and bilateral postcentral gyrus can be considered as a specific indicator for evaluating the severity of narcolepsy.
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Introduction
Narcolepsy is a chronic sleep disorder with the main symptoms of excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS), accompanied by the occurrence of rapid eye-movements (REM) and daytime sleep attacks, especially in monotonous situations [1] . Other clinical manifestations of narcolepsy include cataplexy, sleep paralysis, and hypnagogic or hypnopompic hallucinations. The pathology of narcolepsy is caused by the apoptosis of hypothalamic neurons producing hypocretin, a wake-promoting neurotransmitter that can be measured in the cerebrospinal fluid [2, 3] . Sleep-onset REM is a characteristic of the sleep architecture in narcolepsy patients due to the dysfunctional hypocretin [1] . It has been demonstrated that narcolepsy patients have an 85%-95% reduction in the number of hypocretin neurons [4, 5] . These neurons project extensively to most areas of the brain, and it has been demonstrated that hypocretin and its receptors play important roles in many physiological activities, such as feeding, energy homeostasis, the sleep-wake cycle, and neuroendocrine systems [2] . Qualitative MRI examination of the brain is usually negative in primary narcolepsy, so functional MRI has been used to detect the underlying neuronal abnormality. Alterations in cortical thickness, resting/task state, and metabolism have been reported in narcolepsy patients by neuroimaging research [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , but the results are controversial in some conditions. The resting-state network (RSN), which is based on functional connectivity (FC) in the resting state, exhibits blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations in brain areas [11, 12] . The RSN can be revealed by a data-driven method called independent component analysis (ICA), in which some separate brain regions are connected to each other to form a network by calculating the correlations of time series from the BOLD signal [13, 14] . ICA is a statistical method to discover the hidden spatiotemporal components contained within brain imaging data [15] . Researchers do not need a hypothesis or to select a reference region using ICA. All components of activation from ICA results are statistically independent of each other.
In addition to ICA, graph theoretical analysis can also describe the properties of a brain network, considering the whole connectivity among all areas [16, 17] . Graph theory is a widely-applicable method of measuring relationships in data [18] . It has been frequently used to assess both the functional and structural connectivity in brain imaging data. In graph-based analysis, the brain is regarded as an entire network composed of nodes and edges. A node in the network represents a specific region, and an edge represents the FC between each pair of regions. Then the relationships between each pair of regions (nodes) can be stored in an n 9 n matrix, each row or column corresponding to one of the areas in the parcellation [18] . Once the matrix has been constructed, the properties, such as path length, modularity, efficiency and others can be calculated to describe the global or local network topology [19] . Graph-based network analysis is important for describing the topological properties of the network, in which the neural activity in the brain can be interpreted from the network and informationprocessing viewpoint. Also in the analysis of topological properties, the functional connections between two regions by analyzing time series correlations in regional activity can shed light on potential physiological or disease processes. To study differences in FC between groups, either individual connections between brain regions or global network connections have been analyzed.
Previous studies of narcolepsy with cataplexy using BOLD MRI have mainly focused on the abnormal activation during emotional processing. Areas associated with emotional regulation, such as the amygdala, anterior cingulate, and prefrontal-orbitofrontal cortices, exhibit significant differences between narcolepsy patients and healthy controls [20, 21] . But the results of these studies remain controversial [20, 21] . Furthermore, BOLD MRI in narcolepsy with cataplexy during resting wakefulness has not been well explored. Based on the previous studies, our hypothesis was that the hypocretin deficiency in narcolepsy may be reflected by abnormal connectivity within the whole brain during resting wakefulness and the abnormality may be associated with the severity of sleepiness in narcolepsy with cataplexy.
This study was designed to illuminate changes in the resting state FC and topological properties in adult narcolepsy patients, as well as the relationship between clinical variables (severity of sleepiness) and functional plasticity in narcolepsy.
Materials and Methods

Participants
We recruited 26 adult patients, newly diagnosed as suffering from narcolepsy with cataplexy according to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD)-3 [22] , from the Sleep Medicine Center of the Respiratory Department at Peking University People's Hospital between November 2016 and February 2018. Another 30 gender-and age-matched healthy adults were recruited from the community ( Table 1) . None of the healthy adults suffered from psychiatric or neurological disorders. All adult narcolepsy cases were first-time visitors and had never taken psychiatric stimulants. According to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders criteria for narcolepsy, the clinical diagnosis was made by a sleep specialist based on both EDS lasting [ 3 months and a defined history of cataplexy. The final diagnosis was confirmed by a nocturnal polysomnogram followed by the multiple sleep latency test (MSLT). The Epworth Sleepiness Score (ESS) was used to measure the severity of EDS in both narcolepsy patients and healthy controls. In the ESS, the participant was required to describe the possibility of falling asleep on a scale from 0 to 3 for eight different situations; a total score C 10 suggests EDS [23] .
The exclusion criteria for both narcolepsy patients and healthy adults were as follows: (1) other sleep disorders, such as obstructive sleep apnea or insomnia; (2) diabetes, chronic pulmonary/respiratory disease, or heart disease; (3) neurological diseases and structural brain lesions based on imaging; (4) psychiatric disorders; (5) alcohol, drug, or substance abuse; (6) congenital or inherited diseases; or (7) MRI contraindications, such as claustrophobia or metal implants.
This research was performed in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (version 2002) and was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Peking University People's University. All participants provided written informed consent.
Polysomnography and Excessive Daytime Sleepiness Evaluation
All patients were required to abstain from coffee or alcoholic drinks for one day prior to participation in this study. Full nocturnal polysomnography was recorded on a Respironics LE-Series Physiological Monitoring System (Alice 6 LE, Philips, Murrysville, FL) one day before MRI examination. Polysomnography was recorded from 22:00 until 06:00. Based on the American Academy of Sleep Medicine guidelines, we recorded the standard electroencephalogram (EEG from frontal, central, and occipital regions: F4/M1, C4/M1, and O2/M1, and back-up F3/M2, C3/M2, and O1/M2), chin electromyograms (EMG from 3 chin electrodes and the middle of the right anterior tibialis), the electro-oculogram (EOG located in the cornea and retina), and electrocardiogram. The oral and nasal airflow, snoring, chest and abdominal breathing, oxygen saturation, and body position were also recorded, along with total sleep time, sleep latency, sleep efficiency, arousal, and respiratory events. According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine manual, obstructive apnea was defined as a reduction in airflow C 90% lasting at least 10 s and associated with persistent respiratory effort; hypopnea was defined as a reduction in airflow C 30% lasting at least 10 s and accompanied by a 4% or greater oxygen desaturation [24] . The Apnea-Hypopnea Index was calculated as the average of the total number of apnea and hypopnea events experienced per hour of sleep. All patients were asked to complete a clinical MSLT on the day after the nocturnal polysomnography. As in the American Academy of Sleep Medicine task-force-approved modification [25] , naps were scheduled at 2-h intervals starting 2 h after initial morning awakening. If no sleep occurred in 20 min, the nap trial ended and sleep latency was recorded as 20 min. If sleep occurred within 20 min, onset was defined as the time from lights-out to the first epoch of sleep (including stage 1). In order to assess the presence of REM sleep, the test continued for C 15 min after sleep onset. If present, the latency to REM sleep was also recorded. Then the average sleep latency and REM sleep latency from the 5 naps in MSLT were calculated.
Imaging Data Acquisition
MRI examination was performed immediately following the clinical MSLT. MRI data were obtained on a 3T scanner (Siemens, Skyra, Germany) using an 8-channel brain phased-array coil. Foam pads were used to minimize head motion, and headphones were used to reduce scanner noise. Resting BOLD MRI scans were obtained with gradient-echo planar imaging (TR = 2030 ms, TE = 30 ms, slice = 33, FA = 90°, FOV = 224 mm 9 224 mm, matrix = 64 9 64, voxel size = 3.5 9 3.5 9 3.5). After The P value for gender distribution in the two groups was obtained using the v 2 test, and for differences in age and BMI in the two groups by the two-sample t test. Values are expressed as the mean ± SD or median (25% quartile, 75% quartile). BMI, body mass index; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Score. Average sleep latency and REM sleep latency were calculated from the five naps in the MSLT.
the BOLD MRI scan, a high-resolution T1-weighted structural image was acquired with the following parameters: TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.55 ms, FA = 9°, FOV = 240 mm 9 240 mm, thickness = 1 mm. All patients and controls were asked to resist sleeping in order to remain fully awake [6, 26] , not to move, and to keep the eyes open during the whole MRI scan, supervised clinically and by video during the whole process. In addition, emotional triggering factors were avoided during the whole process to prevent a cataplexy attack.
Preprocessing of Functional Imaging Data
Functional MRI data preprocessing was performed using the Data Processing and Analysis for Resting State Brain Imaging V2.1 (DPABI V2.1 [27] ), which works with Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8) implemented in the MatLab platform (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). A total of 240 functional volumes were acquired in the resting BOLD MRI scans. The first 5 functional volume images of each participant's dataset were discarded, then the remaining fMRI data were corrected for slice timing and realigned for motion correction. Participants with head motion exceeding 3 mm in translation and 3°in rotation were rejected. Anatomical and functional images were first manually reoriented to the anterior commissure, and structural images were co-registered to the functional images for each participant using a linear transformation. Then the co-registered functional images were normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute space template with a resampling voxel size of 3 mm 9 3 mm 9 3 mm. The normalized functional images were smoothed using a Gaussian filter 4 mm full width at half maximum. All smoothed images were filtered using a typical temporal bandpass (0.01 Hz-0.1 Hz) to reduce lowfrequency drift and physiological high-frequency respiratory and cardiac noise. Linear trends were removed within each time series. The covariates were regressed out from the time series of every voxel, including the white matter signal, cerebrospinal fluid signal, 24 motion parameters [28, 29] , and the global signal.
Group Independent Component Analysis
In this analysis, we used Group ICA of the fMRI Toolbox (GIFT) to pick up the resting-state network [30] . The number of components was automatically estimated by minimum description length (MDL) criteria for all participants, considering the account spatial correlation [31] . Corresponding ICA images were independently selected by visual examination and spatial correlation values between ICs and the templates from GIFT (the spatial correlation used to select the ICA components was 0.4) [30] , based on the FC atlas networks of MIALAB (http://mialab.mrn.org/ data/index.html).
Brain Network Construction and Graph Theoretical Analysis
We used GRETNA, a graph theoretical network analysis toolbox for imaging the connectome, to construct the functional brain network [32] . The whole brain was divided into 90 cortical and subcortical regions according to Automated Anatomical Labeling [33] , and the mean time series for each of the 90 regions was extracted. Pearson's correlation coefficients for each pair of regions were calculated for the mean time series of all of the 90 regions, and Fisher's Z transformation was used to turn the data into z-values which were considered to have a normal distribution. Then, according to a range of selected threshold of the relation matrix, a positive binary undirected connection functional network was constructed. However, there is no defined standard for threshold selection in the construction of a binary connection brain functional network. Therefore, sparsity was used as a range of correlation coefficient thresholds for correlation metrics, which was defined as the existing number of edges in a graph divided by the maximum possible number of edges. In accord with previous studies [17, 34] , we set both the sparsity and Pearson correlation threshold of the functional network to range from 0.05 to 0.5 (in 0.05 steps), resulting in a more efficient functional network than a random network with the number of artificial edges minimized.
Graph theoretical analysis was applied to assess the topological and organizational properties within the whole brain. Topological measures can be classified into global and local/nodal measures. In this study, small-world network parameters were used to assess global measures; these included the clustering coefficient (C p ), the characteristic path length (L p ), the normalized clustering coefficient (c), the normalized characteristic path length (k), and small-worldness (r) [19, 35] . A small-world network is characterized by a much higher C p and a similar L p compared with 100 matched random networks [36] . Moreover, the small-worldness, r = c/k, is specially [1 for small-world networks [35] . We evaluated the centrality and clustering properties, including between centrality (BC), degree centrality (DC), nodal clustering coefficient (NCC), and nodal efficiency (NE) in local topological measures.
Statistical Analysis
The demographic data differences between narcolepsy patients and healthy controls were computed by the independent two sample t-test or the v 2 test with the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 23.0 software (IBM SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). We set the significance level at P \ 0.05. Values are expressed as the mean ± SD or median (25% quartile, 75% quartile).
To test for differences in ICA networks, the one-sample t-test was used to obtain individual-level network homogenous maps. For each selected component, a grey mask was used to confine the one-sample test analysis to grey matter. Significant voxels (false discovery rate (FDR) corrected, P \ 0.01) of the one-sample t-test results from each group were used to acquire a union mask in the between-group two-sample t-test. Then the two-sample t-test was used to test for differences in the ICA network between groups at P \ 0.05 (FDR corrected); minimal cluster size was set to 10 voxels, with age, gender, and body mass index (BMI) as nuisance covariates.
To compare graph theoretical network properties between patients and controls, integration of the topological metric over all selected ranges of sparsity values was calculated in patients and controls using GRETNA. The two-sample t-test between patients and controls was performed using global or local topological measures and corrected for FDR (P \ 0.05), with age, gender, and BMI as nuisance covariates.
In the analysis of nodal FC, the nodes showing significant differences and the same alterations in topological properties between narcolepsy patients and healthy controls were selected as ROI seeds, then FC between each pair of ROI seeds was calculated by GRETNA. The twosample t-test was performed between groups and corrected by network-based statistic (P \ 0.05), with age, gender, and body mass index (BMI) as nuisance covariates.
To determine whether the topological properties and nodal FC were correlated with the severity of sleepiness in the narcolepsy patients, a partial correlation analysis was performed to evaluate the relationship between sleepiness severity (ESS, mean sleep latency, and mean REM sleep latency from the MSLT) and topological properties in brain regions or nodal functional connectivity between ROI seeds showing significant differences between groups, adjusted for gender, age, and BMI. Partial correlation analysis was performed using the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 23.0 software (IBM SPSS Inc.) with a significance level at P \ 0.05.
Results
Demographic Data
There were no significant differences between narcolepsy patients and healthy controls in age, gender, and BMI.
Significant differences were found in ESS between patients and controls (Table 1) .
Independent Component Analysis and BetweenGroup Comparison
Corresponding ICA images were independently selected from the two groups according to the templates presented by GIFT. Forty-eight components were obtained, 21 of which were selected as the resting-state network: 2 components in the language network, 3 in the default mode network (DMN), 3 in the visual network, 3 in the executive network, 3 in the sensorimotor network, 2 in the salience network, 4 in the attention network, and the remaining component in the cerebellum (Fig. S1) . Age, gender, and BMI were used as covariates for group comparison between patients and controls and the differences are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1 . Compared with controls, decreased FC in the right caudate within the salience network (Fig. 1A) and decreased FC in the left medial frontal gyrus within executive network (Fig. 1B) were found in narcolepsy patients, while increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus within the executive network (Fig. 1B) was also found in patients.
Graph Theoretical Analysis
We performed graph theoretical analysis in a range of selected sparsity values or Pearson correlation thresholds in which the property of a network was considered to be credible in the result. Both the adult narcolepsy patients and healthy controls exhibited small-world topological networks (k & 1 and r [ 1) among selected sparsity values or Pearson correlation thresholds (Fig. 2) . But there was no significant difference in the small-world network parameters between patients and controls among the selected sparsity values or Pearson correlation thresholds (FDR, P \ 0.05).
Sparsity values were selected in the analysis of nodal topological properties. Many brain nodes showed altered topological properties between narcolepsy patients and healthy controls. Specifically, eight overlapping nodesthe bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), right anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG), left supplementary motor area (SMA), right calcarine fissure (CAL), and bilateral basal ganglia -had the same alterations in centrality measurements (BC and DC) in patients and controls ( Fig. 3 and Table 3 ). Meanwhile, six overlapping nodes -the left IFG, left ACG, left posterior cingulate gyrus (PCG), bilateral posterior central gyrus (PoCG), and left caudate (CAU) -had the same alterations in clustering measurements (NCC and NE) in patients and controls (Fig. 4 and Table 3 ).
Nodal Functional Connectivity Analysis
Among the eight overlapping nodes in centrality differences between groups, increased FC among anterior brain areas (IFG, ACG, SMA, and basal ganglia) was found in narcolepsy patients compared with healthy controls, while decreased FC between the right CAL and some anterior brain areas (left IFG, SMA, and ACG) was detected in patients compared with controls ( Fig. 3 and Table S1 ). Among the six overlapping nodes in clustering differences between groups, decreased FC between the left ACG and left PCG as well as FC among the bilateral PoCG was found in patients compared with controls, while FC between the left IFG or left ACG and the bilateral PoCG was higher in patients than in controls. Moreover, FC between the left PCG and bilateral PoCG as well as FC between the left IFG and left CAU was also higher in patients than in controls (Fig. 4 and Table S1 ).
Partial Correlation Analysis
In the graph theoretical analysis results from narcolepsy patients, partial correlation showed that the mean REM Significant differences between healthy controls and narcolepsy patients were corrected for false discovery rate at P \ 0.05. A positive T value means higher FC in controls compared with patients and a negative T value means higher FC in patients than in controls.
sleep latency from MSLT was negatively correlated with DC in the left putamen (r = -0.471, P = 0.015, Fig. 3 ), the mean REM latency from MSLT was positively correlated with NE in the left PCG (r = 0.722, P \ 0.001, Fig. 4) , and the ESS was positively correlated with NCC in the left ACG (r = 0.489, P = 0.011, Fig. 4) , and was negatively correlated with NE in the left PoCG (r = -0.438, P = 0.025, Fig. 4 ) and NE in the right PoCG (r = -0.51, P = 0.008, Fig. 4 ). In the FC analysis results from narcolepsy patients, the mean sleep latency was negatively correlated with FC between the left IFG and left CAU (r = -0.478, P = 0.013, Fig. 3 ). The mean REM sleep latency was positively correlated with FC between the left SMA and right CAL (r = 0.398, P = 0.044, Fig. 3 ) and the mean REM sleep latency was negatively correlated with FC between the left ACG and left PoCG (r = -0.494, P = 0.01, Fig. 4 ) as well as between the left ACG and right PoCG (r = -0.422, P = 0.032, Fig. 4) . ESS was positively correlated with FC between the left SMA and right ACG (r = 0.439, P = 0.025, Fig. 3 ). Correlation analysis between nodal topological connectivity or FC and ESS among narcolepsy patients is also shown in Table S2 .
Discussion
Here, we evaluated resting FC and graph networks in adult narcolepsy patients using group ICA and graph theoretical methods. We also found that alterations in topological properties and FC within some nodes were correlated with sleepiness severity among the patients. Different from previous studies on narcolepsy in task BOLD MRI, our results demonstrated that narcolepsy patients also exhibited abnormal connectivity during resting wakefulness and some of the altered connectivity was associated with the severity of sleepiness. 
Independent Component Analysis in Comparison of Narcolepsy Patients with Healthy Controls
We found decreased FC in the left medial frontal gyrus within the executive network and decreased FC in the right caudate within the salience network in adult narcolepsy patients compared with healthy controls. Compared with controls, increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus within the executive network was detected in the narcolepsy patients. Human narcolepsy is characterized by decreased numbers of hypocretin neurons with widespread projections throughout the whole brain, including areas involved in the executive network [37, 38] . Neuropsychological examination and brain imaging studies have indicated that narcolepsy influences executive function and emotional and cognitive processing [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Executive function requires the control and coordination of several cognitive domains including working memory and reward sensitivity [44, 45] . Both working memory and reward sensitivity are functionally coordinated by prefrontal and mesial-frontal regions [1] , which are abundantly linked to the hypocretin system [2, 46] . So we infer that decreased FC in the left medial frontal gyrus within the executive network among narcolepsy patients in the present study may be associated with a reduction in hypocretin innervation within this area. Moreover, it has been reported that sleepiness due to sleep deprivation changed the FC in the medial frontal lobe [47] . Hypo-perfusion and hypo-metabolism in the medial frontal lobe have been detected in narcolepsy patients [7, 9] , and they are associated with the emotional dysfunction and attention deficiency in narcolepsy. It has been shown that alteration in brain activity is not only related to disease pathology, but also depends on the conditions during imaging examination [6] . A task fMRI study showed increased brain activity in the bilateral prefrontal lobe, cingulate gyrus, thalamus, and cerebellum among adults with obstructive sleep apnea [48] . In our study, the narcolepsy patients were required to maintain wakefulness and alertness during the MRI scan, supervised by video, and this partially explains the increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus within the executive network. The increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus is in agreement with previous fMRI results in narcolepsy patients in a sustained attention condition [49] . The salience network is also involved in the maintenance of alertness and wakefulness [50, 51] . A previous sleep-deprivation study [52] showed that nocturnal sleep deprivation results in increased FC in the caudate within the salience network, which has also been found in neuroimaging studies of obstructive sleep apnea and Kleine-Levin syndrome [48, 53] . Enhanced activity in the caudate indicates monoamine release [7] , which is considered to maintain alertness and wakefulness in the patients. The decreased FC in the right caudate within the salience network from our results was different from these previous studies, and the most credible explanation for this is that decreased FC in the right caudate suggests a dysfunction in wake-promotion in adult narcolepsy, which has been demonstrated in a pharmacological study of canine narcolepsy [54] .
Graph Theoretical Analysis in Comparison of Narcolepsy Patients with Healthy Controls
The adult narcolepsy patients exhibited high efficiency of small-world network properties, and there were no differences in small-world network parameters between patients and controls.
Alterations of centrality demonstrated overlapping areas in the bilateral IFG, right ACG, left SMA, bilateral basal ganglia, and right CAL between patients and controls. Excitatory hypocretin innervation of visual neurons has been described in a previous study [55] , so we infer that the decreased BC and DC in the right CAL may be related to the reduced excitation by hypocretin in narcolepsy. Increased BC and DC in the right ACG is consistent with a positron emission tomography study, in which hypermetabolism in the anterior cingulate cortex was revealed in narcolepsy patients under fully awake conditions [6] . The increased BC and DC in the bilateral IFG is partially in agreement with the ICA results from the present study, in which increased FC in the bilateral middle frontal gyrus also reflected the subjective effort to maintain alertness, and methodological differences in ICA and graph theoretical analysis led to the diversity of results in ICA and centrality measurements in the bilateral frontal lobe. Partial correlation analysis showed that DC in the left putamen was negatively correlated with mean REM sleep latency among narcolepsy patients, and this indicated that increased DC in the left putamen might be associated with the pathophysiology of sleepiness in narcolepsy.
Hypo-excitability in the sensorimotor cortex due to deficient hypocretin excitatory innervation has been reported in narcolepsy by transcranial magnetic stimulation [56] , which could explain the reduced NCC and NE in the bilateral PoCG in the present study. Partial correlation analysis also suggested that NE in the bilateral PoCG was negatively correlated with ESS among patients, indicating that decreased NE in the postcentral gyrus on both sides was associated with the severity of subjective sleepiness in narcolepsy. PCG is a core node in the DMN, and a disrupted DMN has been shown to be disease-specific for narcolepsy in an EEG-fMRI study [57] . Moreover, partial correlation analysis showed that NE in the PCG is positively correlated with the mean REM sleep latency, indicating that reduced NE in the PCG was also associated with the pathophysiology of sleepiness in narcolepsy. Enhanced NE and NCC in the left ACG, left IFG, and left basal ganglia was consistent with the increased BC and DC within these areas in the present study; also, the increased NE in left ACG was correlated with the severity of subjective ESS.
Nodal Functional Connectivity in Comparison of Narcolepsy Patients with Healthy Controls
An increased FC between the right ACG and bilateral basal ganglia (left putamen and right pallidum) was found in narcolepsy patients compared with healthy controls. Both the ACG and basal ganglia are core components of the salience network [50, 51] , and increased FC among these Significant differences between controls and patients were corrected for false discovery rate at P \ 0.05. A positive T value means higher nodal topological properties in controls than in patients and a negative T value means higher nodal topological properties in patients than in controls. BC, between centrality; DC, degree centrality; NCC, nodal clustering coefficient; NE, nodal efficiency; L, left; R, right.
areas is consistent with the results of previous narcolepsy studies of the salience network [48, 53] . Increased FC between the bilateral IFG and right ACG as well as the basal ganglia implies an enhanced connection between the executive and salience networks, and this might partially explain the increased FC in the bilateral frontal lobe within the executive network in our ICA results. Both increased FC within the salience network and between the executive and salience networks indicate the subjective effort to maintain wakefulness during the MRI scan [49, 52] . Especially, FC between the left IFG and left CAU was negatively correlated with REM sleep latency in narcolepsy patients, demonstrating that increased FC between the left IFG and left CAU might be associated with the pathophysiology of sleepiness in narcolepsy. The SMA is involved in motion adjustment and coordination [58] . FC between the left SMA and right ACG was positively correlated with REM sleep latency, and the FC between the left SMA and right CAL was positively correlated with ESS in narcolepsy patients, indicating that abnormal activity in the SMA and its connections might also be associated with the abnormal sleepiness in narcolepsy. Also, decreased FC between the right CAL and left IFG as well as decreased FC between the right CAL and right ACG was found in patients compared with controls. This decreased FC might be correlated with the decreased centrality in the right CAL just as in the graph theoretical analysis results in the present study. Decreased FC among the bilateral PoCG was in accord with the changes in topological properties in the bilateral PoCG, which is associated with hypo-excitability within these areas due to hypocretin dysfunction [56] . Decreased FC between the left PCG and left ACG demonstrated a potential dysfunctional connection between the salience network and the DMN; this has rarely been reported in previous studies. FC between the left ACG and bilateral PoCG was negatively correlated with REM sleep latency, which implied that increased FC between the left ACG and bilateral PoCG might also be associated with the pathophysiology of sleepiness in narcolepsy. Increased FC between the left PCG and bilateral PoCG might be a compensation for decreased NE/NCC within these areas in narcolepsy patients.
Increased ESS, and shortened sleep latency and REM sleep latency are all parameters that indicate the severity of narcolepsy. Also, a shortened REM sleep latency is a clinical characteristic of narcolepsy. In our results, for nodal topological properties, the NCC value in the left ACG and the NE value in the bilateral PoCG were each correlated with ESS, suggesting that subjective sleepiness measurement is strongly associated with network alterations in these brain areas. The DC value in the left PUT and the NE in the left PCG were each correlated with REM sleep latency, suggesting that network changes in both areas may be a specific indicator for evaluating the severity of narcolepsy. As for FC, an increase between the left SMA and right ACG was positively correlated with ESS, implying subjective sleepiness measurement is also associated with altered nodal connectivity. Increased FC between the left IFG and left CAU was negatively correlated with sleep latency, indicating that the FC changes between the frontal cortex and basal ganglia may be one of the parameters describing the severity of narcolepsy. Meanwhile, the decreased FC between the left SMA and right CAL was positively correlated with REM sleep latency, and the increased FC between the left ACG and bilateral PoCG was negatively correlated with REM sleep latency, indicating that altered FC may also be a specific indicator for evaluating the severity of narcolepsy.
Limitations of this study should be considered. Although the maintenance of wakefulness during the MRI examination was controlled clinically and supervised by video, the alertness of narcolepsy patients should be monitored by simultaneous EEG during the fMRI. In previous neuroimaging studies of narcolepsy, the maintenance of wakefulness during a scan was also resolved by clinical supervision [6] [7] [8] [9] . Considering the diagnostic specificity in cerebrospinal fluid hypocretin measurements for narcolepsy, the absence of hypocretin measurements is also a limitation of the present study. Moreover, it is essential to compare narcolepsy with other somnolence disorders and sleep deprivation in the future.
Conclusions
In this resting-state ICA and graph theoretical study in adult narcolepsy patients, we found altered connectivity within the executive and salience networks by ICA. Functional connection changes between the left frontal cortex and left basal ganglia may be one of the parameters describing the severity of narcolepsy. Alterations in nodal topological properties in the left putamen and left posterior cingulate, changes in FC between the left supplementary motor area and right occipital as well as changes in FC between the left anterior cingulate gyrus and bilateral postcentral gyrus can be considered specific indicators for evaluating the severity of narcolepsy.
